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1  Introduction

Section 26A of the Income Tax Act 58 of 19621 provides for the inclusion, 
in a person’s taxable income, of any taxable capital gain determined in terms 
of its Eighth Schedule. The Eighth Schedule embodies a clear scheme for the 
determination of a person’s taxable capital gain or assessed capital loss for 
a year of assessment.2 Its point of departure is the determination of a capital 
gain or capital loss in respect of the disposal of any asset of a resident and 
of specifi ed assets of a non-resident.3 A capital gain or capital loss resulting 
from such disposal is determined with reference to the proceeds in respect of 
that disposal and the base cost of the asset so disposed of.4 ‘Asset’, ‘disposal’, 
‘proceeds’ and ‘base cost’ are defi ned concepts5 which form the basic building 
blocks or core concepts of the Eighth Schedule. The statutory concepts of ‘asset’ 
and ‘disposal’ play a crucial role in this regard, as an event is recognised as a 
taxable event for purposes of the Eighth Schedule only if that event amounts to 
a ‘disposal’ of an ‘asset’ as defi ned. 

Both ‘asset’ and ‘disposal’ have been defi ned in very wide terms. Some 
aspects of the defi nition of ‘asset’ bear some resemblance to the defi nition 
of ‘asset’ originally adopted for purposes of the taxation of capital gains in 
Australia.6 The dispensation originally adopted in Australia was also based on 
concepts of ‘asset’ and ‘disposal’.

July Cassidy has in the light of these similarities argued7 that the South African 
Legislature adopted the same prerequisites and defi nitions. Bob Williams also 
seems to be of the view8 that the concept of an ‘asset’ was probably infl uenced 
by the Australian example and experience in this regard. Cassidy argues that 
the same criticism may be levied at the resulting product as that to which the 

1

 * BCom (UP) LLB (SA) LLM (Stell), Professor of Law, School of Law, University of South Africa.
1 The ‘ITA’.
2 See pars 3 to 10 of the Eighth Schedule. 
3 See par 2(1) of the Eighth Schedule.
4 See pars 3 and 4 of the Eighth Schedule.
5 See par 1 of the Eighth Schedule.
6 Section 160A of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1936 (the ‘ITAA’) as inserted in 1986.
7 July Cassidy ‘Capital Gains Tax in South Africa: Lessons from Australia?’ (2004) 16 SA Merc 

LJ 164. 
8 RC Williams Capital Gains Tax – A Practitioner’s Manual (2001) at 21-3.
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Australian dispensation was subjected. Her criticism is directed primarily at 
the fact that ‘asset’ has been defi ned in terms of property. This suggests, in 
her view, that the concept is limited to rights that are capable of transmission 
from one person to another and that personal rights that are not capable of 
transmission and valuation, do not constitute assets so defi ned. She also argues 
that the Eighth Schedule does not adequately accommodate such rights even if 
it can be argued that the concept of ‘asset’ extends to such rights. She goes so 
far as to suggest that the legislation is inherently unworkable when applied to 
personal rights and, in particular, rights that are not cedable. The recognition, 
as assets, of personal rights created by contract implies that the conclusion 
of a contract and performance in terms of it result in consecutive disposals. 
This creates, in Cassidy’s view, the danger of double taxation, as the Eighth 
Schedule lacks reconciling rules similar to the Australian rules preventing 
double taxation. The Eighth Schedule further suffers, in her view, from a lack 
of clear rules regarding the acquisition of an asset. Finally, the recognition, 
as a disposal, of the creation of an asset, seems to envisage, in her opinion, 
instances in which an asset is acquired by its creator rather than disposed of by 
that creator to another person.9

I do not propose to analyse the differences between the rules in terms of 
the Eighth Schedule and those applying in respect of the original Australian 
dispensation. I contend that the concepts ‘asset’ and ‘disposal’ must be 
interpreted within their context in the Eighth Schedule. They are applied 
within a framework consisting of rules governing the recognition as well as 
the non-recognition of certain events as disposals, the time of recognition of 
some disposals, the base cost of an asset and the proceeds from its disposal, the 
valuation of an asset, the limitation of some capital losses, and the deferral or 
exclusion of some capital gains or capital losses. Some long-standing principles 
of the ITA have also been imported into the Eighth Schedule. These rules and 
principles contain various indications regarding the meaning of ‘asset’ and 
‘disposal’, the concept of the creation of an asset as a disposal, and the manner 
in which a disposal effected in terms of a prior contractual obligation must be 
taken into account. 

2  ‘Asset’ as a Defi ned Concept

The point of departure in interpreting any word or expression in the Eighth 
Schedule is that it bears the meaning ascribed to it in s 1 of the ITA, unless the 
context indicates otherwise.10 An ‘asset’ is defi ned, for purposes of the Eighth 
Schedule, as including

‘(a)  property of whatever nature, whether movable or immovable, corporeal 
or incorporeal, excluding any currency, but including any coin made 
mainly from gold or platinum; and

(b) a right or interest of whatever nature to or in such property’.

9 Cassidy also refers to the similar views of Williams op cit n 8 at 27. 10 Paragraph 1 of the Eighth Schedule.
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Part of this defi nition bears some resemblance to its Australian counterpart 
which was initially defi ned as meaning any form of property and as including, 
inter alia, an option, a debt, a chose in action, any other right, goodwill and 
any other form of incorporeal property.11 However, the core of the defi nition is 
derived from a defi nition adopted earlier by the South African Legislature in 
terms of which property is defi ned, for purposes of donations tax, as ‘any right 
in or to property movable or immovable, corporeal or incorporeal, wheresoever 
situated’.12 This defi nition was in fact adopted thirty years before the advent of 
the Australian capital gains tax dispensation.13

The word ‘property’ may bear a wide variety of meanings, depending on 
its context. It usually refers to everything that has a monetary value or may 
constitute an asset in an estate. It includes corporeal or real objects as well as 
incorporeal or immaterial objects such as personal rights and patent rights.14 
Both De Koker15 and Meyerowitz16 are of the view that the defi nition of asset 
is in fact so wide that it can be described as exhaustive. The nature of some of 
the specifi c classes or types of asset for which the Eighth Schedule provides, 
throws some light on the nature of the personal rights and interests qualifying 
as assets. 

2.1 Financial Instruments

The various rules in the Eighth Schedule dealing with fi nancial instruments 
are clearly based on the premise that fi nancial instruments constitute assets 
as defi ned. These rules deal with, inter alia, the market value of fi nancial 
instruments;17 the base cost of fi nancial instruments;18 the recognition of a 
capital loss from the forfeiture of a deposit or from the disposal of an unexercised 
option for the acquisition of any fi nancial instrument;19 the recognition of 
capital gains and capital losses from the disposal of any fi nancial instrument 
held mainly for purposes other than the carrying on of a trade;20 the recognition 
of capital losses from the disposal of any fi nancial instrument acquired from a 
connected person prior to valuation date;21 and the exclusion of some fi nancial 
instruments from the deferral or rollover rules applying in respect of company 
formations and share-for-share, amalgamation, intra-group, unbundling and 
liquidation transactions.22

11 Section 160A of the ITAA.
12 See s 55 of the ITA sv ‘property’.
13 Section 54ter of the Income Tax Act 31 of 1941 sv ‘property’ as inserted by s 10 of the Income Tax 

Act 43 of 1955.
14 CG van der Merwe The Law of Things (1987) at 5.
15 A de Koker Silke on South African Income Tax (memorial ed 2003, replacement service) in par 

24.2 n 1.
16 D Meyerowitz Meyerowitz on Income Tax (2003-4 ed) at 39.3.2 n 1. 
17 For example, see par 31(1)(a) of the Eighth Schedule regarding listed fi nancial instruments, par 

31(1)(c) in respect of unlisted participatory interests in collective investment schemes, and par 29(1)(a) 
read with par 29(2A) regarding the valuation date value of listed fi nancial instruments.

18 Paragraph 32(3A) of the Eighth Schedule.
19 Subparagraph(1) of par 17 of the Eighth Schedule read with the exclusion in subpar (2)(c) and 

(2)(d) and subpar (1) of par 18 read with the exclusion in subpar (2)(c) and (d).
20 Subparagraph (1) of par 53 of the Eighth Schedule read with subpar (3)(e) and (3)(i).
21 Subparagraph (1) of par 16 of the Eighth Schedule read with the exclusion in subpar (2)(d).
22 See part III of ch II of the ITA (eg, s 42(9)) in this regard.
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‘Financial instrument’ is defi ned23 as including
‘(a)  a loan, advance, debt, stock, bond, debenture, bill, share, promissory 

note, banker’s acceptance, negotiable certifi cate of deposit, deposit 
with a fi nancial institution, a participatory interest in a portfolio of a 
collective investment scheme, or a similar instrument;

(b)  any repurchase or resale agreement, forward purchase arrangement, 
forward sale arrangement, futures contract, option contract or swap 
contract;

(c)  any other contractual right or obligation which derives its value from the 
value of a debt security, equity, commodity, rate index or a specifi ed index;

(d) any interest-bearing arrangement; and
(e)  any fi nancial arrangement based on or determined with reference to the 

time value of money or cash fl ow or the exchange or transfer of an asset’.

The inclusions in par (a) of the defi nition fall into three broad categories, 
namely some bills of exchange, debt claims, and shares or participatory 
interests in collective investment schemes. Debt claims and shares have some 
characteristics in common. Debt claims are clearly personal rights. These 
claims or personal rights are usually created by contract, for example debts 
due to a person in respect of goods sold or services rendered by that person.24 
Debt claims are usually transferable by cession. Shares in a company are also 
considered to be a ‘bundle, or conglomerate, of personal rights entitling the 
holder thereof to a certain interest in the company, its assets and dividends’.25 
Shares or any other interest in a company must be transferred in a prescribed 
manner.26 Transfer of ownership in an uncertifi cated security is effected upon 
the debiting and crediting of, respectively, the subregister of members from 
and to which the transfer is effected,27 while the transfer of shares is registered 
by means of an entry of the required particulars in a company’s register of 
members.28 However, the actual transfer of the rights involved may precede that 
entry in the company’s register, as personal rights are in principle transferable 
by cession. It therefore comes as no surprise that the Companies Act implicitly 
recognises that such transfer or registration is usually effected in favour of a 
person to whom the right to any uncertifi cated securities of a company or any 
share of a company has previously been transmitted by operation of law or 
agreement.29 This Act also recognises that a person other than the registered 
shareholder may be entitled to the bundle of personal rights involved.30 A 
benefi cial ‘owner’ of shares may even be entitled to assert its rights against 

23 Section 1 of the ITA sv ‘fi nancial instrument’.
24 See s 41 of the Act in par (a) of ‘domestic fi nancial instrument holding company’ and of ‘foreign 

fi nancial instrument holding company’.
25 Standard Bank of South Africa Ltd v Ocean Commodities Inc 1983 (1) SA 276 (A) at 288H and 

Botha v Fick 1995 (2) SA 750 (A) at 762A-B. See also Smuts v Booyens; Markplaas (Edms) Bpk v 
Booyens 2001 (4) SA 15 (SCA) at 20H.

26 See s 91 of the Companies Act 61 of 1973 (the ‘Companies Act’).
27 Section 91A(4)(c) of the Companies Act.
28 Section 133(1) of the Companies Act.
29 Sections 91A(5)(c) and 133(2) of the Companies Act.
30 See s 140A of the Companies Act sv ‘benefi cial interest’.
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third persons.31 The transmission or disposal of those rights should in principle 
be effective as between cedent and cessionary whether or not that cessionary 
is recognised as a member of the company involved.32 This also applies for 
purposes of the ITA.33 A cessionary can, moreover, qualify as a deemed 
shareholder of the company.34 Although questions arise regarding the effect 
of a restriction in a company’s articles on the transfer of a share, this does not 
change the nature of the underlying rights: they remain personal or contractual 
rights. This is true also of the rights of a shareholder once a company has 
recognised that shareholder as a member.35

The recognition, as assets, of shares and debt claims clearly involves the 
recognition of the underlying personal rights in the hands of the holder of 
those claims. The Eighth Schedule contains no indication that such recognition 
is affected by the degree of transmissibility, in the holder’s hands, of such 
rights.

Financial instruments falling within pars (b) to (d) of the defi nition of 
‘fi nancial instrument’ have one characteristic in common, namely the fact that 
they comprise personal rights and obligations that are created by means of 
contract. The contractually enforceable rights involved qualify as assets for 
purposes of capital gains tax. This also applies in respect of any contractual 
obligation deriving its value from the value of a debt security, equity, commodity, 
rate index or a specifi ed index.36 This does not mean that the obligation as such 
qualifi es as an asset, but merely that the contractual right in terms of which 
an obligation is expressed or quantifi ed in terms of, for example, a specifi ed 
index, qualifi es as an asset. 

The main theme underlying the concept ‘fi nancial instrument’ is the 
recognition, as an asset, of a personal right created for or transferred to a 
person by contract without regard to the transmissibility of the resultant right 
in that person’s hands. 

2.2  Options

Option contracts or swap contracts qualify, as seen above, as one of the listed 
inclusions in the concept of fi nancial instruments.37 However, it is clear from 
the rules governing options that they qualify as assets in their own right. A 
capital gain or capital loss determined in respect of the exercise of an option for 

31 See Oakland Nominees (Pty) Ltd v Gelria Mining & Investment Co (Pty) Ltd 1976 (1) SA 441 (A) 
at 461G-462H.

32 But see Smuts v Booyens supra n 25 at 24H-25B and Piet Delport ‘Pre-emption Rights and the Sale 
of Shares’ (2003) 15 SA Merc LJ 264.

33 See SIR v Smant 34 SATC 1 at 12.
34 See s 1 of the ITA sv ‘shareholder: a person who is entitled, ‘under the terms of any agreement or 

contract or otherwise’, to all or part of the benefi t of the rights of participation in the profi ts, income or 
capital attaching to a share registered in the name of another person, is deemed to be a shareholder of that 
company to the extent of that entitlement.

35 The articles and memorandum of a company give rise to contractual rights and obligations as 
between the company and its members and as between those members: see s 65 of the Companies Act 
and De Villiers v Jacobsdal Saltworks 1959 (3) SA 873 (O) at 876H-877A.

36 Section 1 of the ITA sv ‘fi nancial instrument’ in par (c).
37 Section 1 of the ITA sv ‘fi nancial instrument’ in par (b).
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the acquisition or disposal of an asset is not recognised.38 However, the cost of 
acquiring such option or its valuation date value is, as a general rule, included 
in the base cost of the asset so acquired or disposed of.39 The rules providing 
for the non-recognition of capital losses from the disposal of some options 
provide further proof of the treatment of option rights as separate assets.40

An option has been described as an agreement in terms of which the giver of 
the option is bound for a certain period to the holder to sell a certain thing to 
the holder at a certain price if the holder shall require the giver to do so within 
that period.41 The option giver is therefore contractually bound to the holder to 
do something, namely to keep the offer open for a fi xed or ascertainable time. 
The holder, in turn, is not bound to do anything but is entitled to hold the giver 
to that obligation.42 Option rights are as a general rule capable of cession unless 
the contrary intention appears from the terms of the option or the surrounding 
circumstances.43 However, a right of this nature appears to qualify as an asset 
irrespective of whether the holder can transfer it to another person. The rules 
regarding options provide another illustration of the recognition, as an asset in 
the hands of a holder, of a personal right created by contract without having 
regard to its transmissibility in the hands of that holder.

3  The ‘disposal’ of an Asset

The defi ned concept of a ‘disposal’ of an asset provides further confi rmation 
of the recognition, as assets, of personal rights. A disposal is defi ned very 
widely as any event, act, forbearance or operation of law which results in the 
creation, variation, transfer or extinction of an asset.44 These events can cover 
the creation or transfer of real rights as well as personal rights. A number of 
listed events also constitute disposals. Some of these listed events, for example 
the cession, cancellation, discharge or waiver of an asset,45 clearly cater for the 
disposal of assets consisting of personal rights. The same applies in respect 
of the specifi c inclusion providing for disposals as a result of value shifting 
arrangements:46 such arrangements involve changes in ‘rights or entitlements of 
the interests’ in a company, trust or partnership,47 that is, changes in respect of 
personal rights. The specifi c inclusion, as a disposal, of the granting, renewal, 
extension or exercise of an option,48 provides a further example of an inclusion 
catering for the disposal of personal rights. The fact that there may be some 
overlap between the general part of the defi nition and the specifi c inclusions 
does not detract from the fact that rules catering for the disposal of personal 
rights are required only if such rights qualify as assets.

38 Paragraph 58 of the Eighth Schedule. 
39 Paragraph 20(1)(c)(ix) and 20(1)(f) of the Eighth Schedule.
40 Paragraph 18 of the Eighth Schedule. 
41 Hersch v Nel 1948 (3) SA 686(A) at 693 and 695.
42 Idem at 695.
43 Idem at 693 and 699.
44 The introductory words to par 11(1) of the Eighth Schedule.
45 Subparagraphs (a) and (b) of par 11(1) of the Eighth Schedule.
46 Subparagraph (g) of par 11(1) of the Eighth Schedule.
47 Paragraph 1 of the Eighth Schedule sv ‘value shifting arrangement’.
48 Subparagraph (f) of par 11(1) of the Eighth Schedule.
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The rules providing for the deemed acquisition and disposal of some debts 
that have been reduced or discharged49 are also of particular interest in this 
regard. They clearly proceed from the premise that personal rights in the form 
of debt claims constitute assets. The same holds true of the specifi c exclusion, 
from the concept of a disposal, of the ‘issue of any bond, debenture, note or 
other borrowing of money or obtaining of credit from another person’.50 There 
would be no need for this exclusion if the resulting creation, in terms of the 
contract, of the creditor’s personal rights to claim repayment of the amount 
advanced as a loan did not amount to a disposal of an asset to that creditor.51

Assets therefore include personal rights such as claims for the payment of 
money, for the delivery or transfer of an asset, or for the performance of other 
contractual obligations. The conclusion, by a person, of a contract in terms 
of which that person incurs an obligation to another person who acquires a 
personal right to enforce that obligation, clearly results in the creation of an 
asset in the hands of the latter person. For example, a buyer of immovable 
property will have a personal right against the seller for the transfer of the 
right of ownership of that property. The asset so created for, and forming part 
of, the buyer’s estate is clearly not the right of ownership of the property, but 
the means to enforce the seller’s obligation in this regard. This brings us to the 
vexed issue of the creation of an asset.

3.1  The Disposal of an Asset by Means of Its Creation

A ‘disposal’, as seen above, includes, in general terms, ‘any event ... which 
results in the creation ... of an asset’.52 Williams suggests53 that the proposition 
that the creation of an asset constitutes a disposal stretches logic past breaking 
point. What the Legislature probably meant to say, in his view, was that the 
creation of an asset constitutes an acquisition of that asset by its creator. 
Cassidy54 too suggests that this rule might not have been intended to impact on 
the defi nition of asset, but simply recognises that the ownership of some assets 
arises through the creation of an asset without a corresponding disposal of that 
asset by a third party. Williams and Cassidy refer to, respectively, the creation 
of a sculpture or the building of a physical structure as examples of this type 
of situation.

The concept of the creation of an asset must be interpreted within the specifi c 
context in which it is used. A disposal is defi ned in general terms as any event, 
act, forbearance or operation of law that results in the creation, variation, 
transfer or extinction of an asset. The listed events constituting a disposal fall 
into various categories. Some events provide for the disposal of a pre-existing 

49 Paragraph 12(5) of the Eighth Schedule.
50 Paragraph 11(2)(d) of the Eighth Schedule.
51 The same argument may be raised in respect of par 11(2)(b) of the Eighth Schedule in terms of 

which there is no disposal by a company in respect of the issue or cancellation of a share in the company 
or in respect of the granting of an option to acquire a share in the company.

52 See the introductory words to par 11(1) of the Eighth Schedule.
53 Op cit note 8 at 26.
54 Op cit note 7 at 172.
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asset or right by its loss, for example by forfeiture, surrender, relinquishment, 
expiry or destruction. The event need not result in the acquisition of any right 
by another person. Some events consist of the transfer or variation of a pre-
existing right to, or for the benefi t, of another person, for example by its cession 
or transfer of the ownership thereof or by its variation in terms of a value-shifting 
arrangement. A pre-existing right may, for example, be the subject of a sale, 
donation, expropriation, grant or any other alienation or transfer of ownership. 
However, the listed events are not limited to the disposal of a pre-existing right. 
The granting of an option or the vesting of an interest in a trust asset in a trust 
benefi ciary is recognised as the disposal of an asset. These listed events do not 
involve the transfer of a pre-existing right, but in effect consist of the unilateral or 
bilateral creation, by a person, of a personal right for another person that can be 
enforced by the latter against the former. The grantor, by the granting or creation 
of that right, in effect undertakes to render performance in accordance with that 
right. The mere granting of a right to another can therefore qualify as a disposal 
even where the right is not a pre-existing one but is created by the grantor. 

The various events recognised as disposals share some characteristics. The 
events resulting in a loss, transfer or diminution of a pre-existing right held by 
a person clearly involve a loss or limitation of some of that person’s rights or 
powers, even though it may be wholly or partly offset by corresponding rights 
obtained by that person in terms of that disposal, for example where a right is 
exchanged for another right. Two of the listed events involve the creation, by a 
unilateral or bilateral act, of a right in favour of another person. The rights or 
powers of the creator or grantor of the right are in effect restricted or encumbered 
for the benefi t of another person. The grantor of an option must, for example, 
refrain from selling the thing to which that option relates to somebody other than 
the holder of the option. The creator of the right may, alternatively, be obliged 
to perform a specifi c act or acts, for example to transfer a trust asset to a trust 
benefi ciary in whom an interest in that asset has been vested, or to allow that 
benefi ciary to enjoy the benefi ts to which the latter is entitled in terms of that 
right or interest. 

The disposal, by a person, of an asset by way of its creation in favour of 
another therefore also involves some loss or limitation of that person’s rights 
or powers, for example, by obliging that person to exercise a power or right in a 
specifi c manner or to refrain from exercising it, or a giving up of some freedom. 
This limitation or diminution of a person’s rights or powers is matched by the 
corresponding personal right created for the benefi t of another person.

There is therefore a common thread or theme running through the events 
qualifying as a disposal of an asset, namely the loss, limitation, restriction or 
diminution of some of the disposer’s rights or powers. There is no indication 
that the creation of a right for the benefi t only of the creator thereof qualifi es 
as a disposal. In fact, the need for the recognition, as a deemed disposal and 
reacquisition of an asset or assets, of some events not resulting in any loss or 
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limitation of the disposer’s rights or powers for the benefi t for another,55 clearly 
indicates that the concept of a disposal does not extend to an event not involving 
a loss but only the acquisition of a benefi t.

I conclude that there is no support, within the context of ‘disposal’ as defi ned, 
for the suggestion by both Williams and Cassidy that the disposal of an asset by 
means of its creation may be interpreted as constituting a disposal to the creator 
thereof or, in other words, merely the acquisition of that asset by its creator. 
The creation, by a person, of a sculpture or a physical structure for his or her 
own benefi t does not result in some loss of that person’s rights or powers or in 
their limitation or encumbrance for the benefi t of another. Can such creation be 
seen, alternatively, as the conversion of an asset as contemplated in the events 
listed as disposals in subpar (a) of the defi nition? The wording of subpar (a) 
suggests that the events so listed all constitute members of the same class, 
namely the sale, donation, expropriation, grant, cession, exchange ‘or any other 
alienation or transfer of ownership of an asset’. The term ‘conversion’ must 
clearly be interpreted in this context in accordance with the eiusdem generis 
rule as a form or manner of disposal involving the alienation or transfer of a 
right to another or for the benefi t of another. The creation of the sculpture or 
physical structure does not qualify as a conversion in this sense. 

The granting of an option and a vesting of an interest in a trust asset in a trust 
benefi ciary are but two examples of personal rights that are created by means 
of a bilateral or unilateral act. A wide range of other personal rights so created, 
for example fi nancial instruments, also qualify as assets. The inclusion, as a 
disposal, of ‘any event ... which results in the creation ... of an asset’56 clearly 
provides, in this context, for the recognition, as disposals, of the creation of 
these personal rights for the benefi t of another.

The creation of a contractual right for another person, for example in terms 
of a sale or donation, qualifi es in effect as a fi rst disposal of the right so created. 
An asset of this nature that is disposed of in this manner, in a sense comes into 
existence only upon its disposal. The disposal by the grantor has, as its object, 
the performance to be rendered by the grantor in terms of the right so created 
for the grantee, while the corresponding acquisition by the grantee has, as its 
object, the personal right to enforce such performance.

The conclusion of a contract of sale gives rise to contractual rights and 
obligations, but does not itself effect transfer of ownership in the thing sold.57 
A sale can therefore result in two consecutive disposals, namely the creation, 
upon conclusion of the contract, of the personal right in favour of the buyer, and 
the subsequent transfer to the buyer of the right of ownership of the thing sold. 
However, a seller need not be the owner of the thing sold. A seller is in some 
circumstances not obliged to do any more than to give the buyer undisturbed 

55 For example, upon emigration (par 12(2)(a) of the Eighth Schedule), immigration (par 12(4)), a 
change of use of an asset (par 12(2)(c) to (e)), or where a company with an asset acquired by means of an 
intra-group transaction from another company ceases to form part of any group of companies in relation 
to that other company (s 45(4) of the ITA).

56 See the introductory words to par 11(1) of the Eighth Schedule.
57 AJ Kerr ‘Sale’ in: WA Joubert (founding ed) The Law of South Africa vol 24 fi rst reissue (2000) in 

par 1.
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possession of the thing sold and to warrant the buyer against eviction.58 An 
option can also be granted in respect of a thing not owned by the grantor. Does 
the creation of a personal right by means of a sale or the granting an option in 
respect of something not owned by the seller or grantor amount to the disposal 
of an asset of the seller or grantor? The Schedule applies, after all, only in 
respect of the disposal on or after the valuation date of an asset ‘of a resident’ 
or of specifi c assets ‘of a person who is not a resident’.59 Can it be argued, in 
view of this, that the act of creating a personal right cannot in any event qualify 
as a disposal of an asset by its creator on the ground that the right so created 
qualifi es only as an obligation in the hands of the creator and not as an asset? 
This argument seems, at fi rst sight, plausible. However, it obscures the fact 
that the creation of a personal right for another person forms part of a class of 
events that result in a loss, limitation, fettering or diminution of some rights or 
powers of the creator. This is, as argued above, a characteristic common to all 
events recognised as a disposal of an asset. 

I turn now to the position in respect of a contract in restraint of trade.

3.2  A Disposal under a Contract in Restraint of Trade

A contract in restraint of trade is usually entered into between a seller and 
buyer of the goodwill of a business60 or between an employee and an employer.61 
However, it may also be entered into by existing competitors.62

A covenant in restraint of trade can in terms of the analysis above give rise 
to a disposal of an asset by the grantor only if it results in the limitation or 
restriction of some right or power of the grantor that is enforceable by the 
person in favour of whom the right is granted. Our courts have followed two 
approaches in respect of the enforceability of a restraint. Up to 1984, contracts 
in restraint of trade were considered to be prima facie void and unenforceable. 
A restraint was enforced only if it was reasonable between the parties and not 
contrary to public policy. This approach mirrored that followed by the English 
courts. However, in Magna Alloys & Research v Ellis,63 the Appellate Division 
reverted to our common-law approach regarding the sanctity of contract. A 
contract in restraint of trade is therefore considered to be enforceable unless 
it is contrary to public policy or the public interest. The person opposing the 
restraint, bears the burden of proving that it is contrary to the public interest.64 
Our courts consider various factors when determining whether a restraint is 
reasonable as between the parties to it. Two major public-policy considerations 
feature prominently in this regard, namely that agreements freely entered into 
should be honoured, and that there should be freedom of entry to the business 

58 See, eg, Lavers v Hein & Far BK 1997 (2) SA 396 (T) at 405I-406C and Kerr op cit note 57 in par 67. 
59 See par 2(1) of the Eighth Schedule.
60 See, eg, Manousakis v Renpal Entertainment CC 1997 (4) SA 552(C).
61 See, eg, Magna Alloys & Research (SA) (Pty) Ltd v Ellis 1984 (4) SA 874 (A).
62 See, eg, CTP Ltd v Argus Holdings Ltd 1995 (4) SA 774 (A).
63 Supra note 61 at 897F-898E.
64 See, eg, Magna Alloys & Research v Ellis supra note 61 at 893C-D and Aranda Textile Mills (Pty) 

Ltd v Hurn [2000] 4 All SA 183 (E) in par 27 at 190.
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TAXATION OF CAPITAL GAINS 11

or professional world.65 Facets of the public interest such as underlying 
constitutional values also play a part. 

A restraint usually results in the sterilisation, to some extent, of the capacity 
of the person bound by the restraint to carry on or engage in business or to 
pursue an occupation or trade.66 A person who agrees to be bound by a restraint 
of trade clearly gives up some freedom. A contract in restraint of trade therefore 
results in the loss, limitation or restriction of some of the rights or powers of the 
person subject to the restraint. Can this be reconciled with the constitutionally 
entrenched right to freedom of trade, occupation and profession?67

Our courts generally follow the point of departure adopted in Knox D’Arcy 
Ltd & Another v Shaw & Another.68 The Constitution, it is said, does not, as a 
matter of policy, seek to protect individuals in their private affairs against their 
own foolhardy or rash decisions:

 ‘As long as there is no overriding principle of public policy which is violated thereby, the 
freedom of the individual comprehends the freedom to pursue, as he chooses, his benefi t or his 
disadvantage.’69

There is also no principle ‘that inheres in an open and democratic society, 
based upon freedom and equality’, that would justify the repudiation, by a 
promissor, of his or her obligations so as to escape the consequences of a 
poorly considered bargain. In fact, ‘the enforcement of a bargain (even one 
which was ill-considered) gives recognition to the important constitutional 
principle of the autonomy of the individual.’70 However, restraint clauses are 
enforceable in terms of common law only if they are not in confl ict with public 
policy.71 The protectable interest of the covenantee must be weighed up against 
the covenantor’s right in remaining economically active.72 The covenantor’s 
right to engage in economic activity is protected, notwithstanding the contract 
in restraint of trade, where the restraint is found to be unreasonable.73 The 
common law in this regard accords with the Constitution. A restraint that is 
found to be enforceable after the application of these common-law principles 
may amount to a limitation of an entrenched right, but the resulting limitation 
can be said to be reasonable and justifi able in an open and democratic society 
based on human dignity, equality and freedom.74

65 See, eg, Magna Alloys & Research v Ellis supra note 61 at 893H-894C and Aranda Textile Mills v 
Hurn supra note 64 in par 23 at 188.

66 See, eg, SA Wire Co (Pty) Ltd v Durban Wire & Plastics (Pty) Ltd 1968 (2) SA 777 (D) at 
786G-H and Rhodesian Milling Co (Pvt) Ltd v Super Bakery (Pvt) Ltd 1973 (4) SA 436 (R) at 439A-B and 
440F-G.

67 Section 22 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, Act 108 of 1996 (‘the 
Constitution’).

68 1996 (2) SA 651 (W).
69 Idem at 660C-D.
70 Idem at 660I-661A.
71 Coetzee v Comitis 2001 (1) SA 1254 (C) at 1273H-I and Fidelity Guards Holdings (Pty) Ltd t/a 

Fidelity Guards v Pearmain 2001 (2) SA 853 (SEC) at 862C-E.
72 Knox D’Arcy v Shaw supra note 68 at 659F-G and De Klerk, Vermaak & Vennote v Coetzer 1999 

(4) SA 115 (W) at 128B-H.
73 Knox D’Arcy v Shaw supra note 68 at 661A-B.
74 Fidelity Guards Holdings v Pearmain supra note 71 at 862B-F and s 36(1) of the Constitution 

See also Marlize van Jaarsveld ‘The Validity of a Restraint of Trade Clause in an Employment Contract’ 
(2003) 15 SA Merc LJ 326 at 336 et seq.
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The conclusion of an enforceable restraint of trade therefore results in 
the disposal of an asset to the person in favour of whom the right is created. 
Furthermore, a restraint of trade which exists for the benefi t of a business, may 
form part of the goodwill of that business and be passed on to the purchaser of 
that business.75 However, a right acquired in terms of a restraint that applies for 
a specifi c period only, will be extinguished upon the expiry of that period. This 
will amount to the disposal of that right by the covenantee.76

3.3   The Time of Acquisition of an Asset Consisting of a Personal 
Right

Cassidy77 argues that there is no rule dealing with the time of acquisition, by a 
person, of a personal right created in favour of that person. Burt even suggests that 
by not providing expressly or impliedly for the time of disposal of personal rights 
upon the formation of a contract, the Legislature must be understood to have 
intended that capital gains repercussions would not ensue upon the formation 
of a contract for the parties to that contract.78 These contentions clearly proceed 
from the assumption that the time of acquisition of a personal right created by one 
person in favour of another person is not governed by any general principle.

The time of disposal rules apply in respect of the disposal of an asset by 
means of one of the events listed in par 13. These rules throw some light on 
the nature of contractual rights recognised as assets. For example, the disposal 
of an asset and the corresponding acquisition thereof by means of a change of 
ownership effected or, to be effected from, one person to another in terms of an 
agreement, is recognised as at the date of conclusion of that agreement if that 
agreement not subject to a suspensive condition or, if that agreement is subject 
to a suspensive condition, as at the date on which that condition is satisfi ed.79 A 
disposal in terms of a donation is recognised as at the time all legal requirements 
for a valid donation are complied with.80 Both the change of ownership effected 
or to be effected in terms of a contract and the resultant acquisition of an asset 
are therefore recognised as at the time when that contract becomes valid and 
unconditional. Contractual rights acquired by a person are in effect recognised 
if they can be enforced in terms of an unconditional contract. This also applies 
in respect of the distribution of an asset by a company to a shareholder: the 
disposal and the corresponding acquisition of that asset are both recognised 
as at the date when the shareholder becomes entitled to that distribution or, in 
other words, acquires an enforceable right to that distribution.81

75 Botha v Carapax Shadeports (Pty) Ltd 1992 (1) SA 202 (A) at 212B-G.
76 Paragraph 11(1) of the Eighth Schedule.
77 Op cit note 7 at 187.
78 Kevin Burt ‘Capital Gains Repercussions upon the Formation of a Contract’ 12 May 2004 

Legalbrief.
79 Paragraph 13(1)(a)(i)-(ii) read with par 13(2) of the Eighth Schedule.
80 Paragraph 13(1)(a)(iii) read with par 13(2) the Eighth Schedule. See s 5 of the General Laws 

Amendment Act 50 of 1956 regarding the formalities for a valid donation.
81 Paragraph 13(1)(e) read with par 13(2) and pars 74 sv ‘date of distribution’ and 75. The prescribed 

rules determining the date of distribution bear a striking resemblance to the rules determining the date of 
accrual of a dividend: see New Union Goldfi elds Ltd v CIR 1950 (3) SA 392 (A) at 402A-403A read with 
CIR v People’s Stores (Walvis Bay) (Pty) Ltd 1990 (2) SA 353 (A) at 365A-D.
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TAXATION OF CAPITAL GAINS 13

The implied recognition, in the time of disposal rules, of rights enforceable 
in terms of an unconditional contract, fi ts in with the core rules governing the 
determination of capital gains and capital losses. A capital gain or loss from the 
disposal of an asset is, as a general rule, determined with reference to an asset’s 
base cost and the proceeds from its disposal.82 Specifi c categories of expenditure 
qualify, as a general rule, as part of an asset’s base cost.83 Such an expense can, 
as a point of departure, qualify as part of an asset’s base cost only if it has been 
‘actually incurred’,84 that is, if an unconditional liability or obligation has been 
incurred in this regard.85 Moreover, an amount is as a general rule recognised 
as part of the proceeds from the disposal of an asset as at the date it is received 
or accrues,86 that is, upon its actual receipt or when an unconditional right or 
entitlement has arisen in this regard.87 These principles are subject to important 
exceptions,88 but the fact remains that the core principles regarding an asset’s 
base cost and the proceeds from its disposal are based on the recognition of 
unconditional rights and the corresponding obligations.

The creation, by a person, of a personal right for another person involves, 
as seen above, a disposal by the former person who incurs an obligation to 
render the required performance as well as an acquisition, by the latter person, 
of a corresponding right to enforce such performance. However, the latter’s 
right or entitlement is but the mirror image of the corresponding obligation 
imposed on the creator of that right – the converse of a person’s contractual 
right is the corresponding obligation of the other party to the contract, both of 
which are created at the same time upon the conclusion of the contract between 
them. The time of incurral of that obligation actually coincides with the time of 
acquisition of the corresponding right. 

The recognition, as part of the core rules, of contractual rights acquired by 
a person as against another person as well as of the corresponding obligations 
incurred by the latter, therefore implies that the time of recognition of such 
rights and corresponding obligations can be determined, in the absence of a 
specifi c rule, in terms of an underlying principle. A right and a corresponding 
obligation created by contract will, in terms of this principle, be recognised 
as at the time at which such right or entitlement arises and such obligation is 
incurred. For example, an unconditional contractual right created in favour of a 
person will arise at the same time as at which the corresponding unconditional 
obligation is incurred by the other party to the contract. The time of acquisition 
of that asset and the time of the corresponding disposal will therefore coincide. 
The rule that a person to whom an asset is disposed of in terms of one of the 

82 Paragraphs 3 and 4 of the Eighth Schedule.
83 Paragraph 20 of the Eighth Schedule.
84 Paragraph 20(1) of the Eighth Schedule.
85 See, eg, Edgars Stores Ltd v CIR 1988 (3) SA 876 (A) at 888G-889D. 
86 Paragraph 35(1) of the Eighth Schedule.
87 See CIR v People’s Stores supra note 81.
88 For example, see par 38 of the Eighth Schedule regarding the deemed base cost and proceeds of 

assets acquired and disposed of by means of a donation.
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events listed in par 13 is treated as having acquired that asset as at the date of 
its disposal,89 achieves the same result.

The mere absence of a specifi c rule dealing with the time of disposal and 
acquisition of an asset other than by means of an event listed in par 13 does not 
therefore imply, as suggested by Burt, that such disposal and acquisition are to 
be ignored. The timing of an acquisition or of a disposal and even the question 
whether an event gives rise to an acquisition or a disposal can, in the absence of 
a specifi c rule, still be determined in terms of the underlying recognition, in the 
Eighth Schedule, of rights and their corresponding obligations. For example, 
where a company issues shares to a person, that person will as a result acquire 
the bundle of personal rights embodied in those shares while the company will 
incur corresponding obligations in this regard. This transaction or event would, 
in terms of the underlying principle, qualify as a disposal by that company but 
for the specifi c exception in this regard.90 The shareholder will, in terms of the 
underlying principle, acquire an asset as at the time at which the entitlement to 
that bundle of rights arises. The fact that the event is not recognised as a disposal 
by the company is no bar to the recognition, in the shareholder’s hands, of that 
acquisition. In fact, some rollover rules91 as well as the rule providing for the 
time of acquisition, by a shareholder, of capitalisation shares constituting a 
dividend,92 clearly recognise that the issue of shares by a company results in an 
acquisition of those shares by the person to whom they are issued. 

There is therefore no need for a specifi c timing rule in respect of the 
acquisition of a personal right by a contracting party. The real issue in this 
regard is not a legal one, namely the absence of any rule for determining the 
time of acquisition of the asset in question, but a factual issue, as is in fact 
illustrated by the examples used by Cassidy93 and Williams94 when arguing 
the need for specifi c rules in this regard. Both the creation of a sculpture and 
the erection of a structure involve an improvement to, or enhancement of, the 
value of an asset. By creating the sculpture from materials acquired or used 
for this purpose, the creator would be adding value to those materials and 
incurring expenditure in this regard. This expenditure will qualify as part of 
the sculpture’s base cost if the resultant improvement or enhancement of the 
value of the asset (for example, the clay or the bronze) is still refl ected in its 
state or nature as at the date of its disposal.95 The practical issue in respect of 
a sculpture still in the process of being created as at the valuation date96 would 
not relate to the date of acquisition of the sculpture, but to the establishment 
of the market value of, for example, a half fi nished sculpture created out of the 

89 Paragraph 13(2) of the Eighth Schedule.
90 See par 11(2)(b) of the Eighth Schedule.
91 For example, the rollover rules in par 78(2) of the Eighth Schedule and s 43.
92 Paragraph 78(1) of the Eighth Schedule read with par 74 sv ‘date of distribution’. The general 

principle is in effect embedded in this timing rule.
93 Op cit note 7 at 192.
94 Op cit note 8 at 27.
95 Paragraph 20(1)(e) of the Eighth Schedule. I have assumed that the statue is not being created for 

purposes of resale at a profi t (in which case the cost would be taken into account in terms of s 11(a) or 22) 
and that it is not a personal use asset (see par 53 of the Eighth Schedule in this regard).

96 See par 1 of the Eighth Schedule sv ‘valuation date’.
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various materials used for this purpose. The issue, for purpose of determining 
that sculpture’s time-apportionment base cost,97 would likewise relate to the 
determination of the base cost of the material from which the sculpture was 
created, that is, the expenditure incurred in respect of its acquisition and the 
enhancement of its value, as well as the date of acquisition of that material. The 
same practical issues would arise in the case of the construction or creation of 
a structure on a person’s immovable property.

I turn now to the issue whether a right qualifi es as an asset only if it is 
capable of transmission from the holder thereof to another person.

4  The Recognition, as Assets, of Non-transmissible Rights

I have already pointed out that fi nancial instruments are implicitly recognised 
as assets without regard to their transmissibility in the hands of their holder. 
Rules providing for the valuation of a non-transmissible right or for the 
non-recognition of a capital gain or capital loss determined in respect of the 
disposal of a non-transmissible right make sense only if that right qualifi es as 
an asset. Various examples come to mind in this regard, the most obvious one 
being the dispensation governing the disposal of a right to a lump-sum benefi t 
from a pension, provident or retirement annuity fund in return for the receipt 
of such benefi t. The rule in terms of which any capital gain or capital loss 
determined in respect of that disposal must be disregarded,98 is clearly based 
on the assumption that such event qualifi es as a disposal of an asset. However, 
a right to any benefi t from a registered fund99 cannot, as a general rule, be 
reduced, transferred or otherwise ceded or be pledged, hypothecated, attached 
or subjected to any form of execution under a judgment or court order.100 A 
right to such a benefi t falls, furthermore, outside the holder’s insolvent estate101 
or a deceased member’s estate.102 Similar rules apply in respect of rights to 
benefi ts from funds set up by the State.103

The treatment of a fi duciary, usufructuary or other similar interest, the value 
of which decreases over time, affords another example of the recognition, as an 
asset, of a right without regard to its transmissibility in the hands of its holder. 
It is clear from the rules regarding the valuation, as at the valuation date, of an 
asset,104 that a fi duciary, usufructuary or similar interest is regarded as an asset 

97 Paragraph 30 of the Eighth Schedule.
98 Paragraph 54 of the Eighth Schedule.
99 That is, a pension, provident or retirement annuity fund registered under s 4 of the Pension Funds 

Act 24 of 1956. See s 1 of this Act sv ‘pension fund’, ‘provident fund’ and ‘retirement annuity fund’ read 
with s 1 sv ‘fund’, ‘pension fund organization’ and ‘registered’.

100 See s 37A of the Pension Funds Act. Section 37A read with s 37D provides for some exceptions to 
this rule, namely in respect of the ITA, the Maintenance Act 99 of 1998, and in respect of certain amounts 
due to an employer or to the pension fund, for example in respect of a housing loan or as compensation in 
respect of damages caused to the employer by, for example, theft committed by the employee. A benefi t 
may also be taken into account to a limited extent in determining a judgment debtor’s position in terms 
of s 65 of the Magistrates’ Court Act 32 of 1944. 

101 Section 37B of the Pension Funds Act.
102 Section 37C of the Pension Funds Act.
103 For example, the Government Employees Pension Fund: see ss 21, 23 and 28 of the Government 

Employees Pension Law 21 of 1996. See also ss 2, 3 and 7 of the General Pensions Act 29 of 1979.
104   Paragraph 29(1)(c) of the Eighth Schedule read with par 31(1)(d).
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in the hands of the person to whom it was granted. A capital loss in respect of 
a fi duciary, usufructuary or similar interest must, furthermore, be disregarded 
to the extent to which that right or interest is used for purposes other than the 
carrying on of a trade.105 However, a capital loss is determinable only in respect 
of the disposal or deemed disposal of an asset of a person, for example upon 
the expiry of such right or interest in the hands of its holder.106 A fi duciary or 
similar interest so recognised as an asset may, however, not be transmissible 
as such. For example, a personal servitude, such as a usufruct, a right of use 
(usus) and a right of habitation (habitatio), is considered to be a right that is 
inseparably attached to the holder thereof and that cannot extend beyond the 
holder’s lifetime.107 The right of usufruct cannot be alienated as such. However, 
the usufructuary interest may be alienated, pledged or mortgaged unless it is 
so personal as to render the rights fl owing from it inalienable.108 The duration 
of any interest so alienated will in any event depend on the duration of the 
usufruct. A usuary’s right of use of property may not be transferred to a third 
party,109 while a person who has a right of habitation in respect of a building 
may sublet that building.110

The recognition, as an asset, of a right or interest is therefore not limited to 
rights or interests of which the holder has a right of disposition. The degree of 
transmissibility of a right will of course affect its valuation. The default rule in 
terms of which the market value of an asset not specifi cally listed in par 31 is 
equal to the price which could have been obtained between a willing buyer and 
a willing seller dealing at arm’s length in an open market,111 suggests, at fi rst 
sight, that this rule applies only in respect of rights that can be disposed of freely 
in an open market. However, the express qualifi cation of this rule in respect of 
unlisted shares to the effect that their market value must be determined without 
regard to any restriction of the transferability of those shares,112 suggests that 
such restrictions can, as a general rule, be taken into account when determining 
the price that could have been obtained for a right in an ‘open’ market. The 
fact that it may be diffi cult to value it seems to be no bar, in principle, to its 
recognition as an asset.

I turn, fi nally, to the argument that the recognition, as a disposal, of the creation 
of a contractual right for another person may result in double taxation. 

5  The Recognition of Consecutive Disposals

The conclusion of a contract and the rendering of performance in terms of 
it give rise to two consecutive disposals. A contract of sale will, for example, 

105   Subparagraphs (c) and (f) of par 15 of the Eighth Schedule.
106   Paragraph 11(1)(b) of the Eighth Schedule.
107   CG van der Merwe ‘Servitudes’ in: WA Joubert (founding ed) The Law of South Africa vol 25 fi rst 

reissue (2000) in par 420.
108   Durban City Council v Woodhaven Ltd 1987 (3) SA 555 (A) at 560H-561H.
109   The usuary of a house may let out part of the house while remaining in occupation of that house: 

Van der Merwe op cit note 107 in par 85.
110   Idem in par 88.
111   Paragraph 31(1)(g) of the Eighth Schedule.
112   Paragraph 31(3)(a) of the Eighth Schedule.
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result in a disposal by a seller upon its conclusion, namely of the personal right 
created in favour of the buyer to claim delivery or transfer of the thing sold, 
followed by a disposal in the form of actual delivery or transfer. The consecutive 
disposals by the seller may occur at different dates, for example where delivery 
is to be effected only six months after the conclusion of the contract. The value 
of the thing as at the time of such delivery (and the resultant acquisition by 
the buyer in exchange for the personal right acquired upon conclusion of the 
contract)113 may therefore differ from its value as at the time of conclusion 
of the contract. Cassidy114 points out that the recognition of these events as 
consecutive disposals creates the danger, in the absence of reconciling rules, 
of double taxation.

I have argued elsewhere115 that the time of disposal rules play a vital role in 
preventing double taxation. The mere fact that the initial transaction will result 
in two disposals by the seller will not necessarily result in double taxation: 
the tax consequences, for the seller and buyer, of consecutive disposals 
separated in time will depend on the time as at which the fi rst and second 
disposal are recognised and the resultant proceeds quantifi ed. Cassidy rejects 
these arguments outright by maintaining that the Eighth Schedule does not 
contain the required reconciling rules. She is silent as regards the function and 
effect of the time of disposal rules in this regard. This issue is, in my view, of 
fundamental importance. However, the interaction between the time of disposal 
rules and some of the other core rules is a complex issue that merits a thorough 
analysis. I do not therefore wish to expand my arguments in this regard at this 
stage as I hope to deal with this issue in a later article.

6  Conclusion

‘Asset’ and ‘disposal’ as defi ned concepts form part of the building blocks 
or core concepts for the determination of a capital gain or capital loss in terms 
of the Eighth Schedule to the ITA. They in fact determine, to a large extent, 
the ambit of the Eighth Schedule. Their meaning must therefore be determined 
with great care. Many of Cassidy’s conclusions in this regard are clearly based 
on a highly selective reading of some of the core provisions. They have, in 
effect, been interpreted by isolating them to a large extent from their context 
in the Eighth Schedule and by testing them against Australian principles, 
legislative history and case law. The effect of a framework of rules providing, 
inter alia, for the recognition and non-recognition of some events as disposals, 
the exclusion, deferral or limitation of some capital gains and losses, and the 
valuation of some assets has, in the process, received very little attention. 

The main theme of this discussion is, briefl y, the proposition that the 
concept of an ‘asset’ and its ‘disposal’ must be interpreted within the specifi c 
context of the core rules of the Eighth Schedule. These rules contain clear 

113  The delivery of the thing sold will also result in a disposal by the buyer: the personal right acquired 
upon conclusion of the contract is disposed of in exchange for the thing so delivered or transferred.

114  Op cit note 7 at 187-90.
115  G Swart ‘The Taxation of Trusts – Superimposing New Rules on Old Principles’ 2002 Acta 

Juridica 102 at 125 et seq.
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indications that a contractual right qualifi es as an asset; that the creation of 
such a right in favour of another person is a disposal of that asset; that the time 
of acquisition of that asset can be determined in terms of the core concepts; 
that the interaction between the time of disposal rules and some core rules 
must be taken into account when determining whether there is a danger of 
double taxation upon the creation and discharge of a personal right; and that 
a right may well qualify as an asset irrespective of its transmissibility in the 
hands of its holder. However, the various implications and ramifi cations of 
these conclusions fall outside the scope of this brief discussion. 

––––––––––––
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